Under conditions of globalisation, city futures are imagined in the context of a wider world of cities: policy making for cities is profoundly internationalised. And in the wake of vast changes in where urbanisation is taking place across the globe scholars must now theorise the contemporary urban condition with reference to a world of diverse cities. Both these processes, of policy making and theory building, require new vocabularies and new ways of working with traces of elsewhere as city futures are re-imagined. Policy makers operate at the complex interface between circulating policies and local political contestations, and scholars need to find strategies for revitalising and re-inventing comparative and international ways of doing research. The paper draws on topological theorisations of space to analyse the ways in which policy makers arrive at city-wide strategic urban policies through engagements with ideas from many different contexts. And then it draws on this spatial imagination to propose some new possibilities for imagining the geographies of urban theorising for a world of cities.